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Celebrities are a big factor that help shape today's world. We turn on the Essay on Celebrity Bad Influence. WordsDec
Celebrities Have a Moral Responsibility to Be Good Role Models for the Society. Words | 4.

Our version of celebrity culture has changed since the invention of the internet and several social media sites
such as Facebook and YouTube. The time being wasted looking for celebrity gossip can be put to better use to
suit that person in a positive manner and eliminate celebrity nonsense. During the month of March, famous
star Justin Bieber was in Italy performing live in concert. Often viewed as role models, celebrities appear on
television with the entire world watching, and are known for their wealth, talent and fame. Although teenagers
can learn about their society through celebrities, the media can provoke negative issues in self-esteem, habits,
shopping and personality. The simple fact is that celebrities are highly profiled in the media. Who is normally
affected. Over the past generations, fans have become more and more obsessed, and have begun becoming
more violent or hysterical, depending on the person. Media is used to obtain information and watch
entertainment. There are many different types of video games out in this world. Problems with teens linked to
celebrities include teen behaviors resulting in celebrity influence and self. Following the concert, the young
girl, Georgia, began receiving threats, among which was one of wanting to throw her down the stairs. The
threats were so bad that Georgia had to deactivate her Facebook and Twitter account, and her parents had to
take her cell phone away. Indeed young people may well negotiate their own gendered identities through the
celebrity and by talking about them with their peers. In the 21st century, the impact of celebrity culture on
society, especially on young people, has come under scrutiny. What is omitted from the media conversation
about celebrities as role models is that many young people are more than capable of making informed,
intelligent choices about which celebrities they follow and are becoming increasingly aware of the ways in
which the media positions celebrities against each other in terms of race and class. Today's media obsessed
society often leads students to believe all they need to 'be cool' is be thin, blonde and wear the latest designer
clothes. The media becomes engrossed by the despicable behavior and ravages at it as if it was the final grain
of rice. Students are no longer required to use their brains; instead they are taught how to memorize things
using alternate sources such as: computers and calculators Duderstadt et. Not all video games can influence
someone in a bad way. Also, the media serves as a means for entertainment. It all happened with details and
photo shopping. As well, TV reality shows give the impression that anyone can become famous for
committing themselves into bad activities. By understanding the media and society around them, teens can
avoid problems and drifting away from their lives. Media is fed to us through movies, television, radio, social
media, music, and magazines. As a beautiful, admiring star emerges, kids can only see what is on the outside
so they cannot see what is really on the inside of that celebrity. Celebrities distinguish themselves in such
ways that others admire and want to emulate. Hollywood News. On the other hand, there are positive
influences that can come of playing video games. So when children as young as 6 are being influenced by
celebrities such as Paris Hilton, Lindsay Lohan, and Britney Spears; we as a society have lost site in what it is
to be a positive influence. In predictable contrast, the Duchess of Cambridge was considered the most positive
influence on young girls. This is all from the media exposure of their lifestyles. Marketing to Kids and Teens
Media and Money. Throughout the world celebrities are role models to many people.


